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1. INTRODUCTION
This work is part of a loosely related series of papers attempting to
w xunderstand the poset structure of Spec R X , with R a Noetherian ring.
An underlying difficulty in this endeavor is that the nature of R itself has
w xvery subtle influences on the poset structure of Spec R X . That fact is
w x  w xillustrated in W in which Wiegand characterizes Spec Z X , with Z the
.integers , and also plays a large role in the present work. Because of this, it
w xappears to be too difficult to understand all of Spec R X except in cases
 w x w x.in which Spec R is very simple see HW and Sh2 , and Wiegand's work
w xin W seems to be as complicated a case in which understanding all of
w x w x w xSpec R X is feasible. Therefore this paper, like M1 and M3 before it,
w xonly attempts to understand a finite chunk of Spec R X .
We begin with three definitions.
DEFINITION. If P is a prime ideal in the ring R and if p is a prime
w x w xideal in the polynomial ring R X , then we call p an upper to P in R X
w x  w xif p l R s P, but p / PR X . See K, Sect. 1-5 for basic facts about
.uppers.
DEFINITION. Let R be a domain, let P be a nonzero prime ideal in R,
w x  .and let K be an upper to 0 in R X . We use U P, K to denote the set
 w x 4p ¬ p is an upper to P in R X , and K ; p .
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DEFINITION. Let 0 ; P ; M be prime ideals in the domain R. Let U
w xbe a finite set of uppers to P in R X , and assume that for each p g U,
w xp ­ MR X . We will say that M overwhelms U if for every upper K to 0 in
w x  . w xR X with U P, K s U, we have K ; MR X .
The question raised in this paper is for R a Noetherian but not a local
.Henselian domain what conditions on R, P, M, and U are required to
assure that U is not overwhelmed by M?
Let us briefly outline what considerations lead us to that question. We
need a fourth definition.
DEFINITION. Let P , . . . , P be distinct nonzero prime ideals in the1 n
domain R and, for 1 F i F n, let U be a finite, possibly empty, set ofi
w xuppers to P in R X . We will say that U , . . . , U are algebraicallyi 1 n
w xdiscernible if there is an upper K to 0 in R X such that for 1 F i F n,
 .U P , K s U .i i
The question we originally asked was what sets of uppers U , . . . , U are1 n
algebraically discernible? We felt that if a satisfactory answer to that
question was available, then we could strengthen the results reported in
w x w x w x w xSe , Sh1 , M1 , and M3 . Exploring this original question led us down
some unexpected paths. Let us describe that journey in the easiest possible
 .setting which nonetheless encompasses all the main ideas of the situation .
 .Let R, M be an integrally closed, local non-Henselian domain and let
P be a prime ideal of R with 0 / P / M. Let U and V be finite sets of
w xuppers to P and M, respectively, such that for each p g U, p ­ MR X .
We hoped to show that U, V are algebraically discernible. We first proved
the following theorem.
w xTHEOREM A. There are infinitely many uppers K to 0 in R X such that
 .U P, K s U.
That was a good start. We only needed to find one such K which also
 .satisfied U M, K s V. However, we then showed that this was impossible
for all but one choice of V.
THEOREM B. With notation as before, if U, V are algebraically discernible,
 w x 4then V s q ¬ q is an upper to M in R X and there is a p g U with p ; q .
w xRemark. Since for p g U we are assuming p ­ MR X , it follows that
p can be contained in at most finitely many uppers to M. Thus, since U is
finite, the set V of Theorem B is also finite whether or not U, V are
.algebraically discernible .
Somewhat naively, we then hoped to show for the special choice of V in
Theorem B, that U, V are algebraically discernible. Instead, we discovered
that the best we could do was the following theorem.
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THEOREM C. With notation as before, if V s q ¬ q is an upper to M in
w x 4R X and there is a p g U with p ; q , then U, V are algebraically discernible
if and only if M does not o¨erwhelm U.
Theorem C is interesting. It says that if K is an upper to 0 with
 .  .  .U P,K s U, then either U M, K s V as originally hoped or K :
w x   .MR X . In the latter case U M, K consists of all uppers to M, and so is
.as far from equaling V as possible.
We set about looking for an example in which M overwhelmed U. Some
examples appear in Section 3. The easiest to describe but the hardest to
.prove is as follows.
 .  .With T , N a non-Henselian Discrete Valuation Ring DVR , let
ww xx  .  .  . w x R s T Y , P s Y R, and M s N, Y R. If U s P, X R X , P, X q
. w x4  w  .x .1 R X , then M overwhelms U. See Example 3.12 and M2, 3.6 .
Thus, our original desire to understand when U, V are algebraically
discernible was frustrated by the fact that M might overwhelm U, and so
 .our goal became and still is to determine under what circumstances M
overwhelms U. The examples in Section 3 show that the question of when
M overwhelms U is rather subtle. Those examples do not hint at any clear
.pattern.
In Section 2, we discuss Theorems A, B, and C, though in more
generality than stated here. However, we defer some of the more techni-
.cal arguments until Section 4. In Section 3 we give examples of situations
in which M does and does not overwhelm U.
2. ALGEBRAICALLY DISCERNIBLE UPPERS
Notation. Throughout this section, R will be a domain and P , . . . , P1 n
will be distinct nonzero prime ideals of R. For 1 F i F n, U will be a finitei
w xset of uppers to P in R X .i
While we are primarily interested in the case that R is Noetherian, the
ideas are easily extended to the case that R lies between some Noetherian
domain D and the integral closure of D. R will never be a field. Also, we
will assume that R is not a quasilocal Henselian domain.
Our first theorem shows that when P , . . . , P are pairwise incompara-1 n
ble, U , . . . , U are always algebraically discernible. As the proof of Theo-1 n
rem 2.1 is highly technical, and contributes little to the understanding of
.the main ideas of this paper, we defer the proof until Section 4.
 .2.1 THEOREM. Suppose there is a Noetherian domain D with integral
closure D9 such that D : R : D9. Suppose R is not Henselian. If P , . . . , P1 n
are pairwise incomparable, then U , . . . , U are algebraically discernible. In1 n
< < w x  .fact, there are R uppers K to 0 in R X such that for 1 F i F n, U P , Ki
 < < .s U . Here, R denotes the cardinality of R.i
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 .Remarks. a Theorem A of the Introduction is a special case of
Theorem 2.1.
 .b In the case that R s Z, the integers, Theorem 2.1 also follows from
w x w xWiegand's characterization of Z X in W . The question of which
U , . . . , U are algebraically discernible, is similar to the question of which1 n
w xrings satisfy Wiegand's final axiom characterizing Spec Z X .
We now turn to the general case. The next lemma is crucial.
 .2.2 LEMMA. Let 0 ; Q ; Q be prime ideals in an integrally closed1 2
w xdomain R. Suppose that L ; q are uppers in R X to 0 and Q , respecti¨ ely.2 2
w xSuppose that L ­ Q R X . Then there is an upper q to Q with L ; q ; q .2 1 1 1 2
We defer the proof of Lemma 2.2 until Section 4.
 .  .2.3 PROPOSITION. In the arbitrary domain R, if U , . . . , U are alge-1 n
braically discernible, then the following two conditions must hold.
GU: If p ; q, where p g U j ??? j U and q is an upper to P some1 n i
.i, 1 F i F n , then q g U .i
 .Minimality: Suppose that p g U some i, 1 F i F n and p is minimali
 .in the set U j ??? j U . Then with R9 the integral closure of R there is1 n
a Q g Spec R9 with Q l R s P such that Q is minimal in the seti
  44Q9 g Spec R9 ¬ Q9 l R g P , . . . , P .1 n
Proof. To prove GU, suppose that p ; q with p g U some j, 1 F j Fj
.  .n and with q an upper to P some i, 1 F i F n . As we are assuming thati
w xU , . . . , U are algebraically discernible, there is an upper K to 0 in R x1 n
 .with U P , K s U for 1 F h F n. Since p g U , K ; p ; q. Thus q gh h j
 .U P , K s U . This proves GU.i i
As for minimality, let p g U and suppose that p is minimal in the seti
 .U j ??? j U . Since p g U s U P , K , K ; p. By lying over, there is a1 n i i
w x w x prime L in R9 X with L l R X s K so that L is an upper to 0 in
w x. w xR9 X , and by going up, there is a prime q of R9 X with L ; q and with
w xq l R X s p. Let q l R9 s Q. Thus Q l R s P and q is an upper to Qi
w x in R9 X . We will show that Q is minimal in the set Q9 g Spec R9 ¬ Q9 l
 44R g P , . . . , P . If not, then for some 1 F j F n there is some Q9 g1 n
Spec R9 with Q9 ; Q and Q9 l R s P . Since K is contained in onlyj
 . w xfinitely many uppers to P namely, those uppers in U , clearly K ­ P R X .i i i
w xIt follows that L ­ QR9 X . We have 0 ; Q9 ; Q, L ; q, and L ­
w x w xQR9 X . By Lemma 2.2, there is an upper q9 to Q9 in R9 X with
w x  w x.L ; q9 ; q. Intersecting with R X and letting p9 s q9 l R X , we have
 .K ; p9 ; p. Since p9 is an upper to P , we have p9 g U P , K s U . Thisj j j
contradicts that p is minimal in U j ??? j U , and so completes the proof.1 n
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 .2.4 LEMMA. Let R be integrally closed, and suppose that both GU and
minimality hold. Also suppose that P , . . . , P are the minimal members of1 r
 4 P , . . . , P . Then for r q 1 F i F n, U s q ¬ q is an upper to P and there1 n i i
4exists a p g U j ??? j U with p ; q .1 r
 .Proof. Suppose that q is an upper to P r q 1 F i F n and therei
exists a p g U j ??? j U with p ; q. By GU, q g U . Conversely, sup-1 r i
pose that q g U . Surely there is a p which is minimal in U j ??? j Ui 1 n
with p : q. Suppose p g U , so that p is an upper to P . Since minimalityj j
holds and since R is integrally closed, we see that P is minimal inj
 4P , . . . , P . Thus 1 F j F r. This shows that p g U j ??? j U , as de-1 n 1 r
sired. Since i ) r G j, it also shows that p / q, so that p ; q, as desired.
Remark. Theorem B of the Introduction is a special case of Lemma 2.4
 .combined with Proposition 2.3 .
The converse of Proposition 2.3 does not hold, as examples in the next
section show. The best we can get is a partial converse. We consider that
first in the integrally closed case.
 .2.5 THEOREM. Let R be integrally closed and suppose that U , . . . , U1 n
satisfy GU and minimality. Suppose that P , . . . , P are the minimal members1 r
 4 w xof P , . . . , P . Also, suppose that K is an upper to 0 in R X such that for1 n
 . 1 F i F r, U P , K s U . By Theorem 2.1, if R is Noetherian and non-i i
< < .  .Henselian, then R such K exist. Then for r q 1 F j F n, either U P , K sj
w xU or K ; P R X .j j
w x  .  .Proof. Suppose K ­ P R X for some j, r q 1 F j F n . Let U P , Kj j
 .s V . We will show that V s U . Since the intersection of any infinite setj j j
w x  .of uppers to P is P R X which does not contain K , we see that V isj j j
finite. Consider the primes P , . . . , P , P and the corresponding finite sets1 r j
 .  .of uppers U , . . . , U , V . Since U P , K s U for 1 F i F r and U P , K s1 r j i i j
V , we see that U , . . . , U , V are algebraically discernible. By Propositionj 1 r j
2.3, U , . . . , U , V satisfy GU and minimality. By Lemma 2.4, V s q ¬ q is1 r j j
4an upper to P and there exists a p g U j ??? j U with p ; q . On thej 1 r
 .other hand, U , . . . , U also satisfy GU and minimality by hypothesis , and1 n
 .so Lemma 2.4 shows that U equals that same set. Thus U P , K s V s U .j j j j
Remark. Theorem C of the Introduction follows easily from Theorem
2.5.
We now drop the assumption that R is integrally closed. The next
theorem is proved in Section 4.
 .2.6 THEOREM. Let D be a Noetherian domain with integral closure D9
and suppose that D : R : D9. Suppose R is not Henselian. Let
P , . . . , P , P , . . . , P be distinct nonzero prime ideals in R, ordered such1 r rq1 n
 4that P , . . . , P are the minimal members of the set P , . . . , P . Suppose that1 r 1 n
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< < w xGU and minimality hold. Then there exist R uppers K to 0 in R X such
 .  .that for 1 F i F r, U P , K s U , while for r q 1 F i F n, either U P , Ki i i
w xs U or K ; P R X .i i
3. EXAMPLES
Notation. In this section, we restrict our attention to the special case
that 0 ; P ; M are prime ideals in the Noetherian domain R, and U is a
w xfinite set of uppers to P such that for all p g U, p ­ MR X .
 .Suppose momentarily that R is integrally closed. Also suppose that V
is a finite set of uppers to M such that U, V satisfy GU and minimality.
Then Theorem 2.5 shows that either U, V are algebraically discernible or
 .M overwhelms U. See the Introduction . Therefore, in this section we
explore through examples when M does or does not overwhelm U. Thus,
we do not consider V, just U. Also, not all the examples have R integrally
.closed. We can detect no pattern in our examples, and so consider the
question of when M overwhelms U a subtle one.
Let us begin by considering the case that U consists of a single upper to
 4 w xP. Thus, U s p , where p is an upper to P and p ­ MR X . Our first
three examples discuss this case.
 .3.1 EXAMPLE. With notation as before, suppose that RrP is inte-
 4grally closed. Also suppose U s p , with p an upper to P such that
w xp ­ MR X . Then M does not overwhelm U.
w xProof. Let overbars denote reduction modulo P. By T, Theorem B , p
is generated by the set of polynomials of minimal degree which are
contained in p. Note that each such polynomial is in no other upper to 0 in
w x R X except p. To see this, note that the analogous statement is easily
w xseen to be true in F X , with F the quotient field of R, and so our
w x w x .statement follows from the fact that F X is a localization of R X .
w x  .Therefore, since p­ MR X , there is a nonconstant polynomial b X g p
w x  . w xy MR X with b X not contained in any upper to 0 in R X except p.
 . w x  .  .  .Pick f X g R X such that f X s b X . Thus f X is contained in
w x  .p y MR X , and f X is not contained in any other upper to P except p.
w x  .Let K be a prime in R X with f X g K : p and with K minimal over
 . w xf X R X . By the principal ideal theorem, height K s 1. Let K l R s Q.
We must have either Q s 0 and K is an upper to 0, or height Q s 1 and
w xK s QR X . However, the latter case is impossible, since if it held, we
 . w x  . w x  . w xwould have f X g K s QR X s K l R R X : p l R R X s
w x w xPR X : MR X , which is a contradiction. Thus K is an upper to 0.
Obviously K is contained in p by construction and is not contained in any
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w  . x  .other upper to P since that is true of f X g K . Therefore, U P, K s
 4  . w x w xp s U. Now since f X f MR X , we see that K ­ MR X . Thus M
does not overwhelm U.
 .3.2 Question. With notation as at the start of this section, is it true
that R rP is integrally closed if and only if for each upper p to P withM M
w x  4p ­ MR X , M does not overwhelm U s p ?
Concerning the preceding question, if R rP is integrally closed, thenM M
 4 w xM does not overwhelm U s p for any upper p to P with p ­ MR X .
This follows easily from Example 3.1. The next two examples lend cre-
dence to the converse, since in the next two examples, R rP is notM M
 4integrally closed and M does overwhelm U s p , for carefully chosen p.
Nonetheless, we suspect that the converse is false and that a counterex-
ample can be constructed which avoids the assumptions of either of the
.next two examples.
 .  .3.3 LEMMA. Let R, M be a quasilocal domain containing a field of
characteristic 0 and let F be the quotient field of R. Suppose that a g F and
y1 w x w xthat a f R and a f R. Let p be the kernel of the map R X ª R a . If
 .f X is a polynomial contained in p, but not contained in any other upper to 0
w x  . w xin R X except p, then f X g MR X .
 . w x w xProof. Obviously p s X y a F X l R X . Since contraction gives a
w x w xone-to-one map from the uppers to 0 in F X to the uppers to 0 in R X ,
 . w xwe see that f X is not contained in any upper to 0 in F X except
 . w x  . w xX y a F X . Thus, in the Unique Factorization Domain UFD F X ,
 .  . the only prime polynomial dividing f X is X y a , so that f X s a X y
.ka , for some a g F and some integer k G 1.
For some h with 0 F h F k, consider the degree k y h coefficient of
  . w x.this polynomial. That coefficient is in R since f X g R X and has the
form maa h for some nonzero integer m. We will show that each aa h
 .  . w x0 F h F k is in M. This will show that f X g MR X as desired.
Since R contains a field of characteristic 0, we see that m represents a
unit in R. Thus aa h is in R for 0 F h F k. Letting h s 0, we see that
a g R. Letting h s 1 and recalling that a f R, we see that a is not a unit
in R, so that a g M. Now consider an h with 0 - h F k. If aa h f M,
 h . h y1then since aa g R we have that aa is a unit of R, so that a s
aa hy1raa h g R. This contradiction shows that aa h g M for all 0 F h F
 . w xk, and completes the argument that f X g MR X .
 .3.4 EXAMPLE. Let P be a nonzero prime ideal in the local UFD
 .R, M . Suppose that RrP is not integrally closed, but does contain a field
w xof characteristic 0. Then there is an upper p to P in R X with p ­
w x  4MR X , such that M overwhelms U s p .
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Proof. Let R s RrP and let R9 be the integral closure of R. Pick any
y1 .a g R9 y R. A well known and easy exercise shows that a f R. Let p
w x w xbe the kernel of the map R X ª R a . Since a is integral over R, p
w xcontains a monic polynomial. Thus p­ MR X . Let p be the inverse
w x w ximage of p under the map R X ª R X . Now p is easily seen to be an
w x w xupper to P in R X and p ­ MR X . We will show that M overwhelms
 4p .
w x  .  4Assume that K is an upper to 0 in R X and that U P, K s p . We
w x w xmust show that K ; MR X . Since R and hence R X is a UFD, we see
 . w x  .that K is principal. Let K s f X R X . Thus f X is contained in p, but
is not contained in any other upper to P except p since the same is true
. w x  .of K . Since p is the image of p in R X , we have that f X is in p, but is
w x  .not in any other upper to 0 in R X except p. By Lemma 3.3, f X g
w x  . w x  . w w xMR X . Thus f X g MR X , so that K s f X R ; MR X .
 . 3.5 LEMMA. Let P ; Q ; M be prime ideals in the integrally closed not
.necessarily Noetherian domain R and let U be a finite set of uppers to P such
w x that for each p g U, p ­ MR X . Let W s q ¬ q is an upper to Q and there
4 is a p g U with p ; q , V s m ¬ m is an upper to M and there is a p g U1
4 with p ; m , and V s m ¬ m is an upper to M and there is a q g W with2
4q ; m . If M does not o¨erwhelm U, then V s V .1 2
Proof. Suppose M does not overwhelm U. Then there is an upper K to
w x  . w x0 in R X with U P, K s U such that K ­ MR X . Since no p g U is
w xcontained in MR X , V is finite. We easily see that U, V satisfy GU and1 1
 .minimality. By Theorem 2.5, we see that U M, K s V . Obviously K ­1
w xQR X . Thus W is finite and we easily see that U, W satisfy GU and
 .minimality. By Theorem 2.5, U Q, K s W. Since no prime in U is
w x w xcontained in MR X , no prime in W is contained in MR X . Thus, V is2
finite. As W, V satisfy GU and minimality, Theorem 2.5 shows that2
 .  .U M, K s V . Thus V s U M, K s V .2 1 2
 .3.6 EXAMPLE. Let P be a nonzero prime ideal in the integrally closed
 .local domain R, M . Let T s RrP and N s MrP. Assume that height
N G 2. Also assume that in the integral closure of T , N X and N X are1 2
X distinct primes lying over N, with height N G 2. Thus, T s RrP is not1
. X Xintegrally closed. Pick a g N y N and let p be the kernel of the map1 2
w x w x w x w x w xR X ª T X ª T a . Then p is an upper to P in R X , p ­ MR X ,
 4and M overwhelms U s p .
w xProof. Since T a is a simple integral extension of T s RrP, clearly p
w xis an upper to P in R X , and p contains a monic polynomial, so that
w x  4p ­ MR X . In order to show that M overwhelms U s p , we will use
Lemma 3.5. Thus we will now find a special prime Q with P ; Q ; M.
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X w x X w xLet N s N l T a and N s N l T a . Note that N / N and1 1 2 2 1 2
w xheight N G 2. Let S be the set of height 1 primes of T a which are1
X  X 4contained in N and let S s Q9 g S ¬ Q ­ N . The principal ideal1 2
 4  4theorem shows that N s D Q9 g S . Thus N : D Q9 g S9 j N . If S91 1 2
is finite, the prime avoidance lemma shows that N is contained in either1
 .N or in some height 1 prime in S9. As neither of these is true, we see2
that S9 is infinite.
w x Since T a is a finite T-module and contained in the quotient field of
.  w x.  w x 4T , T :T a s b g T ¬ bT a : T / 0. Thus, only finitely many height 1
w x  w x.primes of T a can contain T :T a . Therefore, we may select Q9 g S9
 w x.such that T :T a ­ Q9. Since Q9 g S9, we have that Q9 ; N and1
 w x.Q9 ­ N . Since T :T a ­ Q9, an easy exercise shows that Q9 is the2
w xunique prime of T a lying over Q9 l T.
Note that since Q9 ; N , Q9 l T ; N. Letting Q be the inverse image1
in R of Q9 l T , we see that P ; Q ; M. Let W, V , and V be as in1 2
Lemma 3.5. We will show that V / V .1 2
w xSince the prime N of T a lies over N in T , under the isomorphism2
w x w xR X rp , T a , N corresponds to a prime mrp, where m is an upper to2
w xM in R X . By definition, m g V . We need only show that m f V .1 2
Suppose m g V . Then there is a q g W with q ; m. Since q g W, we2
w x w xhave p ; q. Since qrp ; mrp, under the isomorphism R X rp , T a ,
w x qrp corresponds to a prime q9 of T a contained in N . Since being in2
.  .W q is an upper to Q which taken modulo P is Q9 l T , we see that q9
w x w xin T a lies over Q9 l T in T. Since Q9 is the only prime of T a lying
over Q9 l T , we see that q9 s Q9. This contradicts that Q9 is not
contained in N . Therefore, V / V , and so by Lemma 3.5, M over-2 1 2
 4whelms p .
This completes our study of the case that U consists of a single upper to
P. We now consider more general U.
 .3.7 LEMMA. Let P be a prime ideal in the Noetherian domain R, with P
 .not contained in the Jacobson radical of R. Let g X be a nonconstant
w x  . w xpolynomial in R X . Then there is a polynomial h X g R X such that
 .  .  .h X ' g X modulo P and h X cannot be factored into the product of two
nonconstant polynomials.
Proof. Let N be a maximal ideal of R not containing P, so that P and
2 w x 2  .N are comaximal. By K, Theorem 77 , N / N. Suppose that g X s
a X d q ??? qa . Pick b f N, b g N y N 2, and, for 0 - i - d, b g N.d 0 d 0 i
Now for 0 F i F d, use the Chinese remainder theorem to pick c ' ai i
2  . d  .mod P and c ' b mod N . Let h X s c X q ??? qc . Clearly h X 'i i d 0
 . 2g X mod P. Also, we clearly have c f N, c g N y N , and, for 0 - i -d 0
d, c g N. The argument used to prove Eisenstein's criterion shows thati
 .h X cannot be factored into the product of two nonconstant polynomials.
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The next example strengthens both the assumption and the conclusion
of Example 3.1.
 .3.8 EXAMPLE. Let 0 ; P ; M be prime ideals in the Noetherian
UFD R and suppose that RrP is integrally closed. Also suppose that P is
not contained in the Jacobson radical of R. If U is any finite set of uppers
w x w xto P in R X such that p ­ MR X for all p g U, then M does not
overwhelm U.
Proof. Let overbars denote reduction modulo P. For each p g U, p is
w x an upper to 0 in the integrally closed domain R X , and so as in the proof
. w xof Example 3.1 , T, Theorem B shows there is a nonconstant polynomial
 . w x  . w xb X g p y MR X with b X not contained in any upper to 0 in R Xp p
 .  .  . w xexcept p. Let b X s Pb X over all p g U. Clearly b X f MR X ,p
w x  .and the only uppers to 0 in R X which contain b X are the p for
p g U.
 . w x  .  .  .Pick g X g R X with g X s b X . By Lemma 3.7, pick h X g
w x w x w x  .  .R X such that h X s g X s b X and h X cannot be factored into
 . w xthe product of two nonconstant polynomials. Obviously h X f MR X ,
w x  .and the only uppers to P in R X which contain h X are the uppers
 .p g U since these statements are true modulo P .
 .  .Since R is a UFD, we can write h X s cf X with c g R and with the
 .greatest common divisor of the coefficients of f X equaling 1. Thus, the
 .  .  .only constant factors if f X are units in R. Since also cf X s h X
cannot be factored into the product of two nonconstant polynomials, the
 .  . w xsame is true of f X . Therefore, f X is irreducible in the UFD R X .
 .  . w x  . w xSince cf X s h X f MR X , we have f X f MR X and c f M.
Thus c f P, and so c is not contained in any upper to P. Since we already
w x  .  .know that the set of uppers to P in R X which contain cf X s h X is
w xexactly the set U, we see that the set of uppers to P in R X which contain
 .f X is also the set U.
 . w x  .  .Let K s f X R X . Since f X is irreducible and nonconstant in
w x w x  . w x w xR X , K is an upper to 0 in R X . Since f X f MR X , K ­ MR X .
 .  .Since the set of uppers to P which contain f X is exactly U, U P, K s U.
This shows that M does not overwhelm U.
 .Before presenting the next example our most interesting one , we must
introduce a concept.
DEFINITION. The nonzero prime ideal P in the Noetherian domain R
is called strongly comaximizable if for every positive integer m, there is a
finitely generated integral extension domain T of R such that there are
exactly m primes in T which lie over P, and those m primes in T are
pairwise comaximal.
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w x wStrongly comaximizable primes are studied in M2 . In particular, M2,
 .x1.4 says that if P is a prime not contained in the Jacobson radical of the
Noetherian domain R, then P is strongly comaximizable. Thus strongly
comaximizable primes are plentiful. Also, since strong comaximizability is
easily seen to be preserved under localization, it is easy to construct
.strongly comaximizable primes in local domains. While it is easy to find
strongly comaximizable primes, finding primes which are not strongly
comaximizable is significantly harder. Here is an example of one. Let T be
ww xx  .an integrally closed Noetherian domain, let R s T Y , and let P s Y R.
w  .xP is not strongly comaximizable M2, 3.6 .
w xWe need the following results from M2 .
 .3.9 LEMMA. Suppose that the prime P is not a strongly comaximizable
prime ideal in the Noetherian domain R. Then the following holds. If N is a
maximal ideal in R9, the integral closure of R, and if P : N l R, then there is
a prime ideal Q of R9 with Q : N and Q l R s P.
w  . .x Proof. This follows from M2, 1.12 a . We leave it to the reader to
add the little argument necessary to compensate for the fact that R9 might
not be finitely generated over R, the key ingredient of that argument being
w  .x .the fact that only finitely many primes of R9 lie over P N, 33.10 .
 .3.10 LEMMA. Let P be a prime ideal in the Noetherian domain R. The
following are equi¨ alent.
 .i P is strongly comaximizable.
 .ii There is a finitely generated integral extension domain T of R in
which all of the primes which lie o¨er P can be ordered P , . . . , P , P , . . . , P ,1 r rq1 n
with 0 - r - n, in such a way that P l ??? l P and P l ??? l P are1 r rq1 n
comaximal.
w  . .  .xProof. This is M2, 1.5 i m iii .
The next lemma is similar to Lemma 2.4, but instead of assuming that R
is integrally closed, we assume that P is not strongly comaximizable.
 .3.11 LEMMA. Suppose that P is not a strongly comaximizable prime in
 .the local domain R, M , with P / M. Suppose that U and V are a finite sets
of uppers to P and M, respecti¨ ely, such that U, V satisfy GU and minimality.
 4Then V s q ¬ q is an upper to M, and there is a p g U with p ; q .
Proof. If p g U and if p ; q with q an upper to M, then q g V by
GU. Conversely, suppose that q g V. We must show there is a p g U with
p ; q. If not, then q is minimal in U j V, and so by minimality, in the
integral closure R9 of R, there is a prime N lying over M such that N
does not contain any prime of R9 lying over P. This contradicts Lemma
3.9.
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 .3.12 EXAMPLE. With notation as at the start of this section, and with
 .R, M local, suppose that P is a prime of R which is not strongly
 . w x  . w x4comaximizable. Let U s P, X R X , P, X q 1 R X . Then M over-
whelms U.
w x  .Proof. Let K be an upper to 0 in R X such that U P, K s U. In
w xorder to show that M overwhelms U, we must show that K ; MR X .
w x  .Suppose that K ­ MR X and we will derive a contradiction . Let
 . U M, K s V. Since the intersection of any infinite set of uppers to M is
w x .MR X , we see that V is finite. By definition, we have that U, V are
algebraically discernible. By Proposition 2.3, U, V satisfy GU and minimal-
 .ity. Using Lemma 3.11, it is now trivial to see that we must have U M, K
 . w x  . w x4s V s M, X R X , M, X q 1 R X .
w x w xNow R X rK , R u for some u algebraic over R. Since we know
w xexactly which two uppers to M contain K, we see that in R u there are
 . w x  . w xexactly two primes lying over M, namely, M, u R u and M, u q 1 R u .
 . w x Similarly, the only two primes lying over P are P, u R u and P, u q
. w x1 R u .
w xLet T be the integral closure of R in R u and let L be the kernel of
w x w x w x  . w xT X ª T u s R u . Let Q s P, u R u l T and let qrL be the pre-
 . w x w x w ximage of P, u R u under the isomorphism T X rL , R u . Now q is an
w x  . w xupper to Q in T X , and since u g P, u R u , we see that X g q. Thus
 . w x  . w xq s Q, X T X . Similarly, if N s M, u R u l T , then the pre-image of
 . w x w x  . w xM, u R u in T X rL is N, X T X rL. Obviously Q : N.
We now claim that N is the only maximal ideal of T which contains Q.
Suppose that N9 / N is another maximal ideal of T with Q : N9. Then
 . w x  . w x w x w xsince L ; Q, X T X : N 9, X T X , under T X rL , R u ,
 . w x w xN9, X T X rL would correspond to a prime in R u which lies over M in
R and which contains u. This is impossible since we already know that the
w x  . w x only prime in R u which lies over M and contains u is M, u R u which
 . w x .corresponds to N, X T X rL . This proves the claim that N is the only
maximal ideal of T containing Q.
We next claim that Q is the only prime of T which lies over P and is
 w x.contained in N. Note that Lemma 4.3 shows T s R u . SinceN M , u.Rwux
 . w x w x  . w xP, u R u is the only prime in R u which is contained in M, u R u and
lies over P, we see that there is only one prime in T which is contained in
N and lies over P. Clearly Q is that prime.
 . w xWe claim that P, u q 1 R u l T / Q. If equality held, then we would
 . w xhave Q ; M, u q 1 R u l T. Since we already know that N is the only
 . w xmaximal ideal of T containing Q, we have M, u q 1 R u l T s N. By
 .  w x.  w x.Lemma 4.3 used twice we get that R u s R u .M , u.Rwux M , uq1.Rwux
The unique maximal ideal of this ring is seen to contain both u and u q 1,
a contradiction.
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We wish to use Lemma 3.10, which refers to a finitely generated
extension of R. Since T might not be finitely generated over R, in this
paragraph and the next, we will cut T down a bit. For now, we claim that
only finitely many primes in T lie over P. Since u is in the quotient field of
w xT , write u s arb with a and b in T. Then T lies between R a, b and its
w xintegral closure. Since R a, b is Noetherian and integral over R, only
w xfinitely many primes of R a, b can lie over P, and so the same is true of
w  .xT , by N, 33.10 .
Let Q s Q , Q , . . . , Q be all of the primes of T lying over P. Since we1 2 h
 . w xhave already seen that P, u q 1 R u l T / Q s Q , we see that h G 2.1
We have also previously seen that none of Q , . . . , Q is contained in N.2 h
 . w xPick an element b g Q l ??? l Q y N. The primes of R b which lie2 h
w x w x w xover P are Q l R b , Q l R b , . . . , Q l R b . The first of these is1 2 h
w xcontained in N l R b and is not contained in any other maximal ideal of
w x R b since Q is contained in N but not in any other maximal ideal of1
. w x w xT . On the other hand, none of Q l R b , . . . , Q l R b is contained2 h
w x  .in N l R b since b f N . Therefore, we see that the two ideals Q l1
w x  w x 4R b and F Q l R b ¬ 2 F i F h are comaximal. Now Lemma 3.10i
shows that P is strongly comaximizable. This contradicts the hypothesis
and completes the proof.
ww xxRemark. Let T be a non-Henselain DVR, let R s T Y , and let
 . w  .xP s Y R. By M2, 3.6 , P is not strongly comaximizable. However,
RrP , T is integrally closed. Thus Example 3.12 shows that the conclu-
sion of Example 3.1 cannot be extended to a set U consisting of two uppers
to P. Furthermore, since T is a DVR, R is a UFD. Thus Example 3.12
shows that in Example 3.8, the assumption that P is not contained in the
Jacobson radical is important although we wonder if it can be weakened
.to assuming that P is strongly comaximizable .
Before giving our final example, we need another concept.
DEFINITION. The nonzero prime ideal P in the Noetherian domain R
is called integrally discerning if for every finite set U of uppers to P such
that every p g U contains a monic polynomial, there is an upper K to 0 in
w x  .R X such that K contains a monic polynomial and U P, K s U.
w xIntegrally discerning primes are studied in MS , which shows, among
other things, that if P is not contained in the Jacobson radical of R and if
RrP is integrally closed, then P is integrally discerning. Thus integrally
discerning primes are plentiful.
 .3.13 EXAMPLE. With notation as at the start of this section, suppose
that P is integrally discerning. If every p g U contains a monic polyno-
mial, then M does not overwhelm U.
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Proof. Since P is integrally discerning, there is an upper K to 0 in
w x  .R X such that U P, K s U and K contains a monic polynomial. Obvi-
w xously K ­ MR X , and so M does not overwhelm U.
4. TECHNICAL ARGUMENTS
In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we need the following easy consequence
w  .x  w x .of HW, 1.1 . For a strengthening of this, see HM .
 .4.1 LEMMA. Let P be a nonzero prime ideal in the Noetherian domain R.
Furthermore, suppose that either R is not Henselian or R is Henselian but P is
not the maximal ideal of R. Then for any positi¨ e integer m, there is a finitely
generated integral extension domain of R in which at least m primes lie o¨er P.
The next corollary follows pleasantly from Lemma 4.1.
 .4.2 COROLLARY. Let R be a Noetherian domain and let R be aS
localization of R. If R is a local Henselian domain, but not the quotient fieldS
 .of R, then R s R and R is a local Henselian domain .S
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first reduce to the case that R is Noetherian.
w x w x w x w xSince D X : R X : D9 X and D is Noetherian, any prime in D X
w x w  .xhas at most finitely many primes of R X lying over it by N, 33.10 . It is
therefore an easy exercise to find a ring T , finitely generated over D and
.hence Noetherian , with D : T : R, such that for 1 F i F n, P is thei
only prime of R lying over P l T , and for each p g U j ??? j U , p isi 1 n
w x w x  w xthe only prime of R X lying over p l T X . Let W s p l T X ¬ p gi
4 < < < < w xU . Suppose that we can find T s R uppers L to 0 in T x such that fori
 .each i, U P l T , L s W . Then it is easily seen that for any such L, if Ki i
w x  .is a prime in R X lying over L, then K is an upper to 0 and U P , K s U .i i
 .Since D : T : R : D9 and R is not Henselian, T is not Henselian.
Therefore, we may replace R by T , P by the P l T , and U by W . Ini i i i
other words, we may simply assume that R is Noetherian.
 .Let S s R y P j ??? j P . We leave to the reader the easy verifica-1 n
 .tion of the fact that we can replace R by R , P by the P , and U byS i i S i
 4  w xp ¬ p g U here simply using that uppers to 0 in R X have the formS i S
w x.K , where K is an upper to 0 in R X . Since P , . . . , P are pairwiseS 1 n
 .  .incomparable, we see that the primes P 1 F i F n are all maximal ini S
R . Also, by Corollary 4.2, R is not Henselian. The upshot is that we mayS S
now assume that R is a Noetherian, non-Henselian domain and that
P , . . . , P are all maximal ideals.1 n
 4For 1 F i F n, suppose U s p , . . . , p . By repeated applications ofi i1 im i
Lemma 4.1, we can find a finite integral extension domain R* of R such
that there are at least m distinct primes of R* lying over P . Now pick anyi i
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p g U j ??? j U . Say p g U . Since p is an upper to the maximal ideal1 n i
  .. w x  .P , p has the form p s P , f X R X , where f X is a monic polyno-i i p p
 .mial. Suppose to R* we adjoin all of the roots of f X for all p g Up 1
j ??? j U , and call the resulting ring R** an integral extension domainn
.of R . Note that in R**, there are at least m primes lying over Pi i
 .  .1 F i F n and, for any p g U j ??? j U , the polynomial f X factors1 n p
w xinto a product of linear polynomials in R** X . For i s 1, 2, . . . , n, sup-
 .pose that Q , . . . , Q are all of the distinct maximal prime ideals of R**i1 i r i
lying over P , and note that we already have r G m . Pick any p g U , soi i i i
 .that according to our earlier notation, p s p for some j 1 F j F m . Byi j i
w x w xgoing up, there is an upper q to Q in R** X with q l R X s p .i j i j i j i j
 .  . w xSince f X g p : q and since f X factors completely in R** X , wep i j i j p
see that there is a linear polynomial X y a g q . Clearly q s Q ,i j i j i j i j
. w x X y a R** X . Note that for each p g U j ??? j U , we now havei j i j 1 n
w x .selected a single q in R** X lying over p .i j i j
< < < < w xWe claim that we can find R** s R uppers L to 0 in R** X such
that each such L is contained in each q for 1 F i F n and 1 F j F m ,i j i
but L is not contained in any other uppers to any Q for 1 F i F n,i j
1 F j F r except the q just mentioned. Suppose that our claim is true.i i j
w xThen for any such L, let K s L l R X . Note that K is an upper to 0 in
w x  < < .R X and note that R such K arise in this way. We will now show that
any such K satisfies our theorem. That is, for 1 F i F n, we will show that
 .U P , K s U . First, pick p g U and recall that p s p for some ji i i i j
 . w x1 F j F m . Since L ; q and q l R X s p , we see that K ; p s p,i i j i j i j i j
as desired. Conversely, suppose that p is an upper to P and K ; p. Sincei
w xL lies over K, by going up, there is a prime q in R** X lying over p, with
L ; q. Of course, q is an upper to some prime in R** lying over P . Thati
is, q is an upper to some prime in R** lying over P . That is, q is an upperi
 .to one of Q for 1 F j F r . By our as yet to be proved claim about L, qi j i
 . w xmust be one of q for some j 1 F j F m . Thus p s q l R X s q li j i i j
w xR X s p g U . We now see that to complete the proof of our theorem,i j i
we need only prove the claim made at the start of this paragraph.
Before proceeding, we will simplify notation. At present, we have a
Noetherian domain R** and a finite set of maximal ideals Q fori j
 .1 F i F n and 1 F j F r . For some of the Q namely, when 1 F j F mi i j i
 . w x we have an upper q s Q , x y a R** X , while for other Q namely,i j i j i j i j
. < <when m - j F r we do not have any upper to Q . We seek R** uppersi i i j
  .L to 0 such that the set q ¬ q is an upper to any Q 1 F i F n, 1 F j F ri j i
4  4and L ; q s q ¬ 1 F i F n, 1 F j F m . Changing notation, we willi j i
 .replace R** by T and Q 1 F i F n, 1 F j F r with maximal idealsi j i
M , . . . , M and N , . . . , N . For 1 F i F h, we consider an upper m s1 h 1 k i
 . w x  .M , X y a T X and we do not consider any upper to any of N , . . . , N .i i 1 k
< < We seek T uppers L to 0 such that the set q ¬ q is an upper to one of
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4  4 M , . . . , M , N , . . . , N , and L ; q s m , . . . , m . We will first con-1 h 1 k 1 h
< <struct one such L and show how to vary the construction to find T of
.them.
By the Chinese remainder theorem, pick 0 / b g T with b ' 1 mod Mi
for 1 F i F h and b ' 0 mod N for 1 F j F k, and c g T with c ' aj i
mod M for 1 F i F h and c ' 1 mod N for 1 F j F k. Now leti j
Q , . . . , Q , Q , . . . , Q be all of the height 1 primes of T which contain1 w wq1 z
b, ordered so that the first w of these also contains c, while the remaining
ones do not contain c. For 1 F s F w, we claim that Q does not contains
any of M , . . . , M , N , . . . , N . Otherwise, since Q has height 1, we would1 h 1 k s
have Q equals some M or some N . This cannot be, since each ofs i j
Q , . . . , Q contains both b and c, while no M contains b and no N1 w i j
contains c. This proves the claim. It now follows from the prime avoidance
lemma that there is an element 0 / g g M l ??? l M l N l ??? l N1 h 1 k
l Q l ??? l Q with g f Q j ??? j Q . Note we now have that nowq1 z 1 w
height 1 prime of T contains both b and c q g. Note also that c q g is
congruent to c modulo each of M , . . . , M , N , . . . , N .1 h 1 k
w x w . xLet L be the kernel of the map T X ª T c q g rb . Clearly L is ang g
w xupper to 0 in T X , and we claim it has the property we desire. To see this,
  .. w xwe first show that L is the radical of bX y c q g T X . For this,g
w x  .consider a height 1 prime L9 of T X which contains bX y c q g . If
 . w xL9 l T is not 0, then it has height 1 and L9 s L9 l T T X . This implies
that b and c q g are both contained in the height 1 prime L9 l T. As we
know that cannot be, we see that L9 l T s 0. Thus L9 is an upper to 0
 .containing bX y c q g . However, the only upper to 0 containing bX y
 .c q g is easily seen to be L , so that L9 s L . Therefore L is theg g g
  .. w xradical of bX y c q g T X .
We now show that L behaves as desired. First, consider one of ourg
 . w xuppers m s M , X y a T X . Since b ' 1 mod M and c q g ' c ' ai i i i i
 .  mod M , we see that bX y c q g g m . As L is the radical of bX y ci i g
.. w xq g T X , we see that L ; m , as desired. Furthermore, since b ' 1g i
 .mod M , when taken modulo M , bX y c q g is not zero, but does havei i
 .degree 1. It follows immediately that bX y c q g is contained in at most
one upper to M . Therefore, q ¬ q is an upper to any of M , . . . , M andi 1 h
4  4L ; q s m , . . . , m . In order to complete the proof that L behaves asg 1 h g
desired, we must now show that q ¬ q is an upper to any of N , . . . , N and1 k
4L ; q is empty. Suppose to the contrary that for some j with 1 F j F k,g
 .there is an upper q to N with L ; q. Thus bX y c q g g q. However,j g
w xthe construction of b gives b g N , so that bX g N T X ; q. Thus, wej j
have c q g g q l T s N . This contradicts that c q g ' c ' 1 mod N .j j
We have now found an upper L s L to 0 of the desired sort. It remainsg
< < w xonly to show that there are T such L. Since every ideal in T X is finitely
< <generated, the number of such L cannot exceed T , and so we must show
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< <there exist at least T such L. L was defined in terms of an element g ing
 .  .M l ??? l M l N l ??? l N l Q l ??? l Q y Q j ??? j Q .1 h 1 k wq1 z 1 w
A new choice of g gives rise to a new L . Pick 0 / e g Q l ??? l Q . Weg 1 w
 . < <see that as d varies through T , 1 q ed g gives rise to T different
possible replacements for g, and we are done.
The proof of Lemma 2.2 requires the next lemma.
 .  .4.3 LEMMA. Let R, M be a quasilocal domain. Let K be an upper to
w x w x w x w x 0 in R X with K ­ MR X . Let R X rK , R u for some u algebraic o¨er
. w xR and let T be the integral closure of R in R u . Let H be a prime ideal in
w x  w x.R u with H l R s M. If N s H l T , then T s R u .N H
w xProof. Since H in R u lies over M in R, N in T lies over M in R. Let
w x w x w x w xL be the kernel of the map T X ª T u s R u . Obviously L l R X s
w x w xK, and so since K ­ MR X , clearly L ­ NT X . Let S s T y N, so that
w x T s T . Of course L ­ N T X . Note also that u is in the quotientN S S S S
w x .field of T K, Sect. 1-6, Exercise 35 .
 w x. w xSince T is integrally closed in R u s T u and since T has N asS S S S S
y1 w xits unique maximal ideal, the u, u lemma K, Sect. 1-6, Exercise 31
y1 w xshows that either u g T or u g T or L : N T X . However, weS S S S S
already know that the last case does not hold. Suppose that u f T . WeS
. y1will get a contradiction. Then we see that u is a nonunit in T , and soS
y1 w x  y1u g N . Therefore, no prime in T u can lie over N since u is a unitS S S
w x. w x w xin T u . However, since H is a prime in R u s T u and H l T s N,S
 w x. w xwe see that H is a prime in T u s T u lying over N . This contradic-S S S S
w x  w x.tion shows that u g T , and so T s T u s R u . As we already knowS S S S
 w x.H is a prime in R u lying over N , we see that H s N . It follows thatS S S S S
w xH is the unique ideal of R u maximal with respect to being disjoint from
 w x.  w x.  w x.S. This implies that R u s R u . Thus T s T s R u , as de-S H N S H
sired.
We give the proof of Lemma 2.2.
w x w x Proof of Lemma 2.2. Suppose that R X rL , R u for u an element
.algebraic over R . Let H be the image under this isomorphism of q rL, so2
w xthat H is a prime of R u lying over Q .2
w xLet T be the integral closure of R in R u and let N s H l T. By
 w x.Lemma 4.3, T s R u . Since H lies over Q , N lies over Q in theN H 2 2
integral extension domain T of the integrally closed domain R. Since
Q ; Q , by the well known going down theorem, there is a prime P of T1 2
 w x.with P ; N and P l R s Q . Since T s R u , P s Q for some1 N H N H
w xprime Q of R u with Q ; H and Q l R s Q . If q rL is the inverse1 1
w x w ximage of Q under R X rL , R u , then q l R s Q and L ; q ; q1 1 1 2
 .this last since q rL ; q rL . It only remains to show that q is an upper1 2 1
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w x w xto Q in R X . If not, then we must have q s Q R X , in which case1 1 1
w x w xL ; q s Q R X ; Q R X . This contradicts the hypothesis and com-1 1 2
pletes the proof.
We give the proof of Theorem 2.6.
Proof of Theorem 2.6. In this and the next paragraph, we lift the
w x w xproblem to R9 X s D9 X . Let Q , . . . , Q , Q , . . . , Q be all of the1 s sq1 m
primes of D9 which lie over any of P , . . . , P , ordered so that Q , . . . , Q1 n 1 S
 4are the minimal members of the set Q , . . . , Q . We note that D9 is not1 m
Henselian.
 .We now construct finite sets V of uppers to Q 1 F j F m , in such aj j
way that GU and minimality hold. First, we construct V for 1 F j F sj
  4.corresponding to the minimal members of Q , . . . , Q . Suppose 1 F j F1 m
 w xs, and Q l R s P . Let V s q ¬ q is an upper to Q in D9 X andj i j j
w x 4q l R X g U . We now augment V , . . . , V to V , . . . , V , V , . . . , V .i 1 s 1 s sq1 m
We do this as follows. For s q 1 F j F m, if Q l R s P , then let V s qj i j
w x  .¬ q is an upper to Q with q l R X g U , and there is some k 1 F k F sj i
4and some q9 g V such that q9 ; q . We leave the verification that GUk
and minimality hold to the reader.
By Theorem 2.1 applied to the pairwise incomparable primes Q , . . . , Q ,1 s
< < < < w xthere are D9 s R uppers L to 0 in D9 X , such that for 1 F j F s,
 .U Q ,L s V . By Theorem 2.5, we also know that for s q 1 F j F m,j j
 . w xeither U Q , L s V or L ; Q 9 X .j j j
w x < <For each L as before, let K s L l R X . We claim that these R K
satisfy the conclusion of our theorem. We first show that such a K is
contained in every member of U j ??? j U by showing that it is con-1 n
tained in every minimal member of that set. Thus, let p g U be minimalg
in U j ??? j . Since U , . . . , U satisfy minimality, there is a prime Q in1 n 1 n j
Spec R9 s Spec D9 lying over P with Q minimal in the set Q , . . . , Q .g j 1 m
By our ordering, we must have 1 F j F s. Let q be an upper to Q withj
w x  .q l R X s p. By definition of V since 1 F j F s , q g V . By choicej j
 w x. w xof L recalling K s L l R X , L ; q. Contracting to R X , we see
that K ; p, as desired. This shows that every prime in U j ??? j U con-1 n
tains K.
 . w xWe now claim that for 1 F i F n, either U P , K s U or K : P R X .i i i
 .Later, we will eliminate the second possibility for 1 F i F r. Suppose
w x  .K ­ P R X . We must show that U P , K s U . The previous paragraphi i i
shows one containment between these two sets. For the other, let p be an
 .upper to P with K ; p. We must show p g U . As L lies over K, byi i
w xgoing up there is a prime q of D9 X lying over p with L ; q. Of course q
w xis an upper to some Q lying over P . Since K ­ P R X , clearly L ­j i i
w xQ D9 X . Therefore, by what Theorem 2.5 already told us about L, wej
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 .know that U Q , L s V . Since L ; q, q g V . It follows that p s q lj j j
w xR X g U , as desired. This proves our claim.i
In order to complete the proof of the theorem, in view of the claim just
proved, it will suffice to show that if 1 F i F r i.e., if P is minimal ini
 4. w x w xP , . . . , P , then K ­ P R X . Suppose K : P R X . By going up, there1 n i i
w x w xis a prime of D9 X which contains L and lies over P R X . We easily seei
w xthat prime has the form Q D9 X , where Q is minimal among Q , . . . , Q .t t 1 m
Thus 1 F t F s. However, for such a t, we know that L is only contained in
 .finitely many uppers to Q namely, those uppers in V and so L ­t t
w xQ D9 X . This contradiction completes the proof.t
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